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Corporate Profile

With a rich heritage dating back to 1959, SGX-listed
F J Benjamin Holdings Ltd is an industry leader in brand building
and management, and in developing retail and distribution
networks for international luxury and lifestyle brands across Asia.
Headquartered in Singapore and listed on the Singapore Exchange
in November 1996, F J Benjamin has offices in 8 cities, represents
over 20 iconic brands, operates over 160 retail stores/shop-in-shops,
employs over 2,000 employees and has 4 core businesses:

LUXURY AND LIFESTYLE RETAIL
AND DISTRIBUTION
F J Benjamin exclusively retails and/
or distributes brands such as Banana
Republic, Céline, Gap, Givenchy,
Goyard, Guess, La Senza, RAOUL,
and Sheridan across various territories.
Its retail footprint includes Southeast
Asia, Hong Kong and Australia.
TIMEPIECE DISTRIBUTION
F J Benjamin exclusively distributes
timepiece brands – Bell & Ross,
Chronotech, DeWitt, Girard-Perregaux,
Gc, Guess, Marc Ecko, Nautica, Rado and
Victorinox Swiss Army through points-ofsale across Asia.
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CREATIVE & DESIGN
F J Benjamin’s Creative & Design
division has, among others,
conceptualised and developed house
label RAOUL and handles the design and
manufacturing of RAOUL.
INVESTING IN LIFESTYLE
CONCEPTS
F J Benjamin strategically invests in iconic
lifestyle concepts as part of its search for
meaningful value creation opportunities
for shareholders and customers. The Group
has a significant investment in Catalistlisted St. James Holdings Limited.
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Executive Chairman’s Review
dear shareholders

Twelve months ago, the global economy was in turmoil.
The recessionary conditions around the world presented extraordinary
challenges to our business in the region. Consumers, affected by the
uncertain economic outlook at that time, held back their spending
well into the end of 2009 before a turnaround started taking root in
early 2010. The economic recovery in the second half of our financial
year ended June 30, 2010 fuelled consumer spending and boosted sales
across the Group’s regional markets.
Notwithstanding the economic
fears in the United States and in
Europe, we believe that sound
fundamentals will continue to
underpin regional economies. Our
biggest market, Singapore, is set
to become one of the fastest if not
the fastest growing economy in the
world this year, buoyed by strong
record tourism arrivals, among
other things. The opening of the
two Integrated Resorts – Resorts
World Sentosa and Marina Bay
Sands – have noticeably added
sizzle to the tourism landscape
in Singapore, and we believe its
impact on the retail sector will be
significant and long lasting.
The financial year just passed
has been eventful for the Group.
Although our first half was mired
by soft business conditions,
the second six months was
a welcomed contrast of buoyancy.
We expanded our portfolio
of luxury brands to tap the
rising affluence of Asian
consumers and their appetite for
high quality products.
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“We expanded our portfolio
of luxury brands to tap the rising
affluence of Asian consumer and
their appetite for
high quality products.”
We also stepped up efforts to
internationalise our in-house
brand, RAOUL. The opening of a
showroom in New York in the first
quarter of the financial year gave
us a strategic window into the US
market. In the past 12 months,
the team has been working hard
to internationalise the collection,
by beefing up the offering of its
Fall / Winter collection, and
adding on a Resort / Cruise line.
We believe the time is ripe for us
to introduce RAOUL to markets
in the northern hemisphere. One
market we are actively exploring is
China where we are studying the
landscape and considering retail
and franchise opportunities.
Financially, the Group continues
to maintain a strong cashflow
position as net cash generated
from operating activities improved
to $26.2 million from $21.8
million. As at June 30, 2010, we
had zero net gearing compared
with 0.15 times in FY 2009.
As part of our strategy to divest
non-core assets, the Group
completed the disposal of our
commercial property along
Henderson Road, Singapore and
two office units in North Point,
Hong Kong for $10.4 million.

Our cash reserves and having
zero net gearing put us in a
good position to seize business
opportunities as economies
recover. In this regard, in August
2010, we bought a 60% majority
stake in Arcangel Limited, which
owns the luxury women’s wear
label – Catherine Deane – for
US$500,000. This makes
Catherine Deane our second inhouse label with RAOUL, and is
in line with our strategy to develop
long term growth drivers. With
other international brands we
represent, Asia is our market; with
our own house brands, the world
becomes our market. Catherine
Deane is already distributed to fine
stores in the Middle East, Europe
and North America, and we have
plans to scale up the profile and
the reach of the brand. A second
in-house brand also gives us
synergetic opportunities in terms
of economies of scale, and shared
corporate services. We are excited
with the opportunities that lie
ahead for F J Benjamin to harness
the potential in this new up and
coming brand.

outstanding efforts have made the
Group stronger than ever, and I am
confident they will help us achieve
even more in the years to come.
I am also indebted to my fellow
Board members for their precious
insights, wisdom and counsel
which have been integral to our
overall strategy and operations.
With the valuable support from our
staff, board, landlords, principals,
bankers and other key stakeholders,
I believe F J Benjamin wellpositioned to take advantage of
growth opportunities ahead.

Frank Benjamin

At F J Benjamin, we are fortunate
to have a team of senior managers
and staff who are very passionate
about the business. Their
5

Chief Executive Officer’s Report
dear shareholders

The global financial crisis and ensuing economic downturn in the
last two years was a challenging period for F J Benjamin, but I am
proud to say that hard work, creativity and perseverance saw us
through the difficult trading environment and we have emerged
stronger from it.

Over the past 18 months, we
reduced expenses, conserved
cash, boosted cash flow and
brought down inventory levels in
anticipation of the slowdown. Our
initiatives paid off as we are wellpositioned financially to harness
strategic and tactical opportunities
from the economic recovery in
Asia, and were able to take on
three new brands and make an
acquisition of another within a span
of nine months.
During the year under review,
the quality of our brands and the
quick recovery in regional markets
enabled us to weather the downturn
better than expected.
Net profit after tax surged to $8.3
million reversing a $2.7 million loss
a year ago. The increase was partly
due to a foreign exchange gain of
$4.4 million compared with a loss
of $3.7 million a year ago.
The overall quality of our business
improved, which allowed our gross
profit margins to improve to 41%
from 40% in FY 2009 despite a
decline in turnover of four percent
to $289.4 million from $299.9
million previously.
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“Net profit after tax
surged to $8.3 million
reversing a $2.7
million loss a year ago.
The overall quality of
our business improved
which allowed our
gross margins to
improve to 41% from
40% in FY 2009.”
The return of consumer confidence
in Asia and renewed spending
propelled spending in key markets
from January 2010. This led to an
improvement of nine percent in
the second half turnover, which
largely softened the drop of 13% in
turnover in the first half of FY 2010.
Segmentally, the Group’s fashion
business declined by three percent
to $197.0 million while sales for
timepieces also eased three percent
to $91.5 million.
In North Asia, revenue from the
sale of timepieces in mainland
China surged 186% in the second
half of the year, while revenue
from Hong Kong was up 17% in
the second half, mitigating a 52%
decline in China and 31% decline
in Hong Kong respectively in
the first half, coupled with a four
percent depreciation of the Hong
Kong dollar against the Singapore
dollar. Sales in Southeast Asia
declined three percent with
fashion and timepiece divisions
dipping two percent.
Total operating expenses edged up
three percent because of higher
staff costs after the reinstatement
of salary cuts and higher provision
for bonus payout. The Group also
increased spending in marketing
and advertising to drive sales during

the festive period while setting
aside a higher provision for stock
obsolescence of $2.8 million.
RETAIL NETWORK
As at June 30, 2010, the Group’s
retail network stood at 167 stores,
with 32 stores in Singapore, 63
in Malaysia, 64 in Indonesia, two
in Thailand and six in Australia.
In line with our strategy to retain
retail stores in the best locations
amid a dynamic retail landscape,
18 stores were opened while 23
were closed. The resulting reduction
of our total square footage of a net
eight percent to 348,415 square feet
from 378,135 square feet in FY 2009
enhanced the productivity of our
retail network.
Capital expenditure in FY 2010
rose to $5.1 million from $3.4
million in FY 2009 as new stores
were opened and existing stores
updated with the latest retail
concepts. We expect this figure
to rise to $6.9 million in FY 2011
as we plan to open new stores in
upcoming key malls and upgrade
the existing stores. The expected
store count at June 30, 2011 is 170
with a footprint of approximately
358,000 square feet.

BRANDS
The Group secured rights to
distribute and retail French luxury
brand Givenchy, owned by the
LVMH group, in November 2009.
Givenchy is the second LVMH
label that F J Benjamin manages
after Céline. Our first Givenchy
store opened at Paragon in August
2010, with a second store to follow
in Jakarta in 2011.
F J Benjamin signed an exclusive
agreement in May this year with
Goyard, one of France’s oldest
and most highly sought after
luxury trunk makers and leather
goods house, to launch a store
in Hong Kong’s The Peninsula
Hotel in February 2011. La
Maison Goyard, founded in 1853
in Paris, has a strong following
with high-profile clientele
including royalty and presidents.
Also in May, the Group added
luxury Swiss label DeWitt to its
portfolio of high-end timepieces.
Under the deal, F J Benjamin has a
long-term exclusive distributorship
of the brand in Southeast Asia,
Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan and
South Korea.
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Chief Executive Officer’s Report (cont’d)

In the year under review,
RAOUL made great strides in
internationalizing its collection and
brand identity. We have appointed
key consultants to help develop
a collection which is suitable and
relevant for North America, Europe
and Australia, over and above the
existing Asian market. Most notably
is the appointment of Ms. Joy Yaffe
– named by Time magazine as 25
most influential people in the fashion
industry in 2002. With the focus on
brand building in Europe and North
America, RAOUL has enjoyed global
coverage from leading periodicals like
The Times, Vogue UK and Grazia
UK. Even celebrities Elle Macpherson
and Zhang Ziyi were spotted in
RAOUL at media events. With its
elevated media profile, RAOUL
has secured points-of-sale with key
retailers like Harrods and Matches in
the United Kingdom.

F J Benjamin also worked with
Temasek Polytechnic to launch
the Workforce Skills Qualification
Diploma in Retail Management
in late 2008. With course fees fully
subsidised by the WDA and
F J Benjamin, ten promising seniorlevel candidates were selected to
undergo a rigorous 17-month course
and graduated with a diploma in
Retail Management.
OUTLOOK
Though some uncertainties continue
to exist in the global economy
today, we have seen a continued and
encouraging pick up in consumer
spending. We proceed in the new
financial year with plans for growth
and expansion, while remaining
vigilant and keeping the disciplines
we have developed.

Singapore continues to benefit from
the increased tourism inflows after the
TRAINING
opening of the two integrated resorts
Being squarely in the service
this year. The island saw the monthly
industry, our people – especially our number of visitors cross the million
retail staff – are our biggest assets,
mark in July 2010, a first in its history.
and the Group continues to invest Similarly, Hong Kong has seen tourist
heavily in upgrading the service
arrivals hit record-breaking levels for
quality of our retail staff with
the first half of 2010, with doubleregular and consistent training.
digit growth over the corresponding
F J Benjamin has clocked over
period in the previous year. We
22,000 hours in employee training
believe that the retail sector will
since 2009, through mandatory
benefit from the increase in tourist
basic service training as well as
spend and length of stay.
advanced specialised programmes
like foreign language courses and
In Malaysia, conditions look positive
“Styling for Success” – a course
with the improvement in the
that equips retail staff with working economy and consumer spending.
knowledge of the fundamentals of
fashion styling techniques.

Looking ahead, we will continue to
invest in our brands and strengthen
our market share. In line with
our strategy to develop long term
growth drivers, we acquired a
majority stake in luxury women’s
wear label, Catherine Deane,
in August 2010. The label was
started by one of London’s hottest
designers, Catherine Deane. It is
the first acquisition of a brand in
the Group’s history. The acquisition
gives us a second house label after
RAOUL. As with RAOUL, we are
taking a global strategy in growing
Catherine Deane. We plan to
double its distribution network
from the current 45 points-of-sales
to 90 in three years. In addition, we
see synergetic opportunities with
RAOUL, where the two brands can
benefit from economies of scale and
shared corporate services.
APPRECIATION
I would like to thank our
management team and staff
for working tirelessly amid the
challenges of the past year. I am
also indebted to our principals,
business associates and partners
around the world for their
continued strong support of
our efforts.

Eli Manasseh (Nash) Benjamin
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Corporate Structure

100%
F J Benjamin
(Singapore)

F J Benjamin Holdings Ltd
Active

100%
F.J.B. Investment

Investment holding
Dormant

100%
F J Benjamin
(Indochina)

Singapore

100%
F J Benjamin
Concepts

Southeast Asia

100%
Manchester
United (S.E.A.)

100%
F J Benjamin
Lifestyle
100%
B.M.I
22%
St. James
48%
FJD
50%
Devil’s Bar

100%
Benmark

Malaysia

100%
F J Benjamin Luxury Timepieces
100%
F J Benjamin (M)

100%
F J Benjamin Lifestyle

Thailand

49%
F J Benjamin Concepts (Thailand)
(79% voting rights)

Indonesia

100%
PT Meteor Prima Sejati
Group of Companies

North Asia

100%
F J Benjamin (H.K.)
Hong Kong

100%
Ferro Designs
100%
BMI (Hong Kong)
60%
Arcangel Limited

Australia

100%
F J Benjamin (Aust)

USA

100%
F J Benjamin (Taiwan)

100%
F.J.Benjamin
Fashions (U.S.)

UK

Taiwan

100%
Arcangel UK Limited

51%
F J Benjamin Concepts (Aust)
51%
F J Benjamin (Aust) Partnership
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Group 5-Year Financial Summary
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Board of Directors
MR FRANK BENJAMIN
Date of appointment as Director: 5 June 1973
Date of last re-election: 26 October 2009
Nature of appointment: Executive
Board committees served on: Executive Committee (Chairman) and
Nominating Committee

Mr Frank Benjamin is the Executive Chairman and founder of
F J Benjamin. With more than 50 years of experience in the retail
industry, Mr Benjamin formulates the Group’s strategy for growth
and future expansion into new markets. He is also responsible in
defining the overall strategy and vision of the Group, and oversees
developmental activities to create long-term growth drivers and
enhance shareholders’ value.

MR KEITH TAY AH KEE
Date of appointment as Director: 1 August 1996

Date of last re-election: 30 October 2008
Nature of appointment: Independent
Board committees served on: Executive Committee and Remuneration Committee

Mr Keith Tay is the Non-Executive Deputy Chairman of the Group. He was
Chairman and Managing Partner of KPMG Peat Marwick from 1984 to 1993.
He also serves on the board of the Singapore International Chamber of
Commerce, of which he was Chairman from 1995 to 1997.
He is Chairman of Stirling Coleman Capital Ltd and Aviva Ltd. He sits on
the boards of Allgreen Properties Limited, Rotary Engineering Limited, SP
PowerAssets Limited, Singapore Airport Terminal Services Limited, Singapore
Reinsurance Corporation Ltd and Singapore Post Limited.
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MR ELI MANASSEH (NASH) BENJAMIN
Date of appointment as Director: 26 July 1973
Date of last re-election: 29 October 2007
Nature of appointment: Executive
Board committees served on: Executive Committee

Mr Eli Manasseh (Nash) Benjamin is the Chief Executive Officer of the
Group, and has been with F J Benjamin since 1968. He has 40 years of
experience in the fashion retail and timepiece distribution businesses. He is
involved in the formulation of long-term corporate strategies and policies of
the Group, maintains a close relationship with all the Group’s principals and
oversees the business development arm of the Group.
In 2007, Nash was awarded the Ernst & Young Entrepreneur of the Year
Award in the Lifestyle category. He also won the Chief Executive Officer
Award (market cap. below S$300 million) in 2009 in the Singapore
Corporate Awards.
Mr Benjamin sits on the boards of the National Museum of Singapore and
St. James Holdings Limited.

MR JOSEPH GRIMBERG
Date of appointment as Director: 11 January 1990
Date of last re-election: 26 October 2009
Nature of appointment:Independent
Board committees served on: Remuneration Committee,
Nominating Committee (Chairman)
Relinquished as Audit Committee member on 1 September 2009

Mr Joseph Grimberg was a Senior Partner of Drew & Napier prior to
serving as Judicial Commissioner of the Supreme Court of Singapore
from 1987 to 1989. Upon completion of his term of office, he returned
to Drew & Napier LLC where he is currently a Senior Consultant.
He sits on the board of Jurong Cement Limited and is the Chairman
of Hotel Properties Limited.
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Board of Directors (cont’d)
MR REGGIE THEIN
Date of appointment as Director: 8 July 2002
Date of last re-election: 30 October 2008
Nature of appointment: Independent
Board committees served on: Audit Committee (Chairman),
Remuneration Committee (Chairman) and Nominating Committee

Mr Reggie Thein is a member of the Governing Council of The Singapore
Institute of Directors, a Fellow of the Institute of Chartered Accountants
in England and Wales, and member of the Institute of Certified Public
Accountants of Singapore. He was previously a Senior Partner and ViceChairman of Coopers & Lybrand, a legacy firm of PricewaterhouseCoopers
and Managing Partner of its consulting services firm.
He sits on the boards of Ascendas Pte Ltd, GuocoLeisure Limited,
Guocoland Ltd, Haw Par Corporation Limited, Keppel
Telecommunications & Transportation Ltd, MFS Technology Ltd,
MobileOne Ltd, United Overseas Bank Limited and Otto Marine Limited.

MR DOUGLAS BENJAMIN
Date of appointment as Director: 3 November 2000
Date of last re-election: 20 October 2009
Nature of appointment: Executive
Board committees served on: Executive Committee

With F J Benjamin since 1989, Mr Douglas Benjamin is the Chief
Executive Officer of F J Benjamin (Singapore) Pte Ltd and oversees the
Group’s operations in Singapore, directs the international expansion of
house label RAOUL and helms the RAOUL design team in his capacity as
co-creative director.
Mr Douglas Benjamin sits on the board of trustees for the KK Hospital &
Health Endowment Fund.
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MS KAREN CHONG MEE KENG
Date of appointment as Director: 1 April 2005
Date of last re-election: 30 October 2008
Nature of appointment: Executive
Board committees served on: Executive Committee

Ms Karen Chong is the Chief Financial Officer and Joint Company
Secretary of the Group. She has been with the Group since 1997. She is a
Fellow of CPA Australia, Association of Chartered Certified Accountants
and a member of the Institute of Certified Public Accountants of Singapore.
Prior to joining the Group, she was with a public accounting firm for several
years and had accumulated more than 20 years of financial and operational
experience in the local and overseas retail industry.

MS WONG AI FONG
Date of appointment as Director: 3 November 2000
Date of last re-election: 26 October 2009
Nature of appointment: Independent
Board committees served on: Audit Committee

Ms Wong Ai Fong is the Director of Communications, Asia Pacific with
Nokia Pte Ltd. She was formerly the General Manager of the Marketing
Communications department of the Group for Singapore between 1994 to
2000. Prior to joining the Group, she had more than 15 years of marketing
experience in the financial services, media and entertainment industries.

MR CHEW KWEE SAN
Date of appointment as Director: 3 November 2008
Date of last re-election: 26 October 2009
Nature of appointment: Independent
Board committees served on: Audit Committee
(appointed on 1 September 2009)

Mr Chew is an Executive Director of the Tecity Group and Council
Member of the Tan Chin Tuan Foundation. The Tecity Group was founded
by the late banker and philanthropist, Tan Sri (Dr) Tan Chin Tuan; its
philanthropic arm is the Tan Chin Tuan Foundation.
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Senior Management
SINGAPORE
ODILE BENJAMIN
Divisional CEO / Co-Creative Director
F J Benjamin (Singapore) Pte Ltd

Mrs Benjamin joined F J Benjamin in 1993 as a brand
manager, before making the switch to the Creative
& Licensing division of the Group. Today, she heads
the Creative & Design division of F J Benjamin,
which is responsible for the design and development
of in-house label RAOUL. Together with her husband
Douglas, Mrs Benjamin has been instrumental in the
brand-building, strategic and operational direction of
the brand.
JAMES CHUA
General Manager – Lifestyle Timepieces
F J Benjamin (Singapore) Pte Ltd

Joining the Group in 2010 with more than 20 years
of experience in the fashion and timepiece industry,
Mr Chua is responsible for sales and marketing of
lifestyle timepieces Chronotech, Guess, Gc, Marc
Ecko, Nautica, Victorinox Swiss Army in Singapore.
IAN LIM
General Manager – Gap & Banana Republic
F J Benjamin Lifestyle Pte Ltd
F J Benjamin Lifestyle Sdn Bhd

Mr Lim is another recent addition to the team,
having joined the Group in 2009. He has 15 years
of experience in the fashion and retail industry
in Australia with a proven track record in driving
new business opportunities and implementing sales
strategies to propel deeper market penetration.
Mr Lim is responsible for the overall operations of
Gap and Banana Republic, including marketing of
the brands, retail operations as well as growth and
expansion of the brands in Singapore, Malaysia
and Indonesia.
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KIM TIONG QUAH
Director – Wholesale / Distribution
F J Benjamin (Singapore) Pte Ltd

Mr Quah joined F J Benjamin (Singapore) Pte Ltd
as Product Manager in 1982 and rose through the
ranks, and now oversees the distribution business
of Sheridan and Guess Handbags, as well as the
logistics/distribution centre in Singapore.
POLLY SOHN
Divisional CEO – Luxury Timepieces
F J Benjamin (Singapore) Pte Ltd

Ms Sohn has been with the Group since 2004, and
is responsible for high-end timepiece labels GirardPerregaux, Bell & Ross and DeWitt in Singapore,
Thailand and Indonesia. Based in Singapore, she
oversees the overall operations of the businesses in
these markets, including sales, brand-building and
growth of the distribution network.

MALAYSIA
ANGIE CHONG
Chief Executive Officer –
F J Benjamin (M) Sdn. Bhd. /
F J Benjamin Lifestyle Sdn Bhd

Ms Chong has been involved in the business since
1994. As the Chief Executive Officer and Director
of F J Benjamin (M) Sdn. Bhd., she is responsible for
operations and business development in Malaysia.
She also heads the Group’s La Senza business in
Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand and Indonesia.
HOOI SOON WAI
Chief Operating Officer / Chief Financial Officer
F J Benjamin (M) Sdn. Bhd.

Mr Hooi joined the Group in 2010 and oversees the
operations as well as the financial and accounting
functions of the Group’s entities in Malaysia.

GORETTA YEOH
Finance Director

LYDIA CHAU
Finance Director

Ms Yeoh joined the Group in March 1989 and was
appointed to the Board of F J Benjamin (M) Sdn. Bhd.
in January 1993. She currently oversees the Finance,
Information Technology departments and the supply chain
of the Group’s entities in Malaysia.

Ms Chau joined the Group in 1996. As Finance
Director, she is responsible for overseeing the operations
in Finance, Logistics, Information Technology and
Administration in Hong Kong and Taiwan.

HONG KONG / TAIWAN
TONY FUNG
Chief Executive Officer –
F J Benjamin (H.K.) Limited /
F J Benjamin (Taiwan) Ltd

With the Group since 1997, Mr Fung is the Chief
Executive Officer of F J Benjamin (H.K.) Limited,
and Chief Executive Officer of F J Benjamin (Taiwan)
Ltd. He is responsible for the on-going operations of
the business and the marketing and distribution of the
Group’s timepiece business in Hong Kong, Macau,
Mainland China and Taiwan.

UNITED STATES
MR SAMUEL BENJAMIN
Group Director – Timepiece Division of F J Benjamin Group
Senior Vice-President – F J Benjamin Fashions (U.S.) Inc.

Mr Benjamin oversees the operations of the timepiece
businesses in the region, working closely with the
respective country heads to set strategic goals to grow these
businesses. Mr Benjamin joined F J Benjamin (Singapore)
Pte Ltd in 1991, starting his career in the Fashions
Division and moving to timepiece business in 2001.
In addition to these responsibilities, Mr Benjamin was
appointed Senior Vice-President of F J Benjamin Fashions
(U.S.) Inc. in 2009 and was sent to New York to spearhead
the start up of RAOUL operations in the United States.
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Céline
Céline is a French luxury fashion house owned by
luxury goods conglomerate LVMH Moët Hennessy
• Louis Vuitton (“LVMH Group”).
Founded in 1945, Céline is the answer to the
modern woman’s luxury wardrobe. The French
brand is known for its sophisticated design and
quality but practical women’s wear.
Since the appointment of Phoebe Philo as its
Creative Director in 2008 for collections from
pre-Spring 2010, the brand has seen a resurgence
of interest from fashion-insiders, opinion-leaders
and trendsetters. Its collection is now viewed as
fashion’s very relevant must-have to building the
real woman’s wardrobe. The business has also seen
a new turn in direction and with each collection a
growing base of contemporary customers.
Céline is now in its third year under F J Benjamin
and with the new vision set by Phoebe Philo,
stores have been redesigned and developed to
reflect the new Céline DNA of practical luxury.
As at June 30, 2010, Céline is represented by
eight stores across Southeast Asia – two in
Singapore, three in Malaysia, two in Indonesia
and one in Thailand.
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Givenchy
Growing on its strong relationship with
F J Benjamin, the LVMH Group appointed
the Group as its exclusive partner in
Singapore and Indonesia.
The brand is known for its unique take on
ready-to-wear for women through Givenchy’s
creative vision and nimble craftsmanship.
Founded in 1952 by the legendary Hubert de
Givenchy, the brand rose to prominence with
silver screen icon Audrey Hepburn, who wore
his ingenuous designs in classic films such as
Sabrina, Breakfast at Tiffany’s and Funny Face.

Central Saint Martins College of Art and
Design), Riccardo reflects on the house’s history
to create streamlined, uncluttered silhouettes
in beautifully constructed ready-to-wear for
men and women. Always aristocratic and
distinctive, sensual and coherent, the Givenchy
collection by Riccardo Tisci is far-reaching and
determinedly forward-looking.
Givenchy was added to F J Benjamin’s stable
of brands in November 2009. In August
2010, the first Givenchy store opened in
Singapore at the Paragon – one of Orchard
Road’s most prestigious malls. This will be
followed by a store at Plaza Indonesia in
Jakarta, Indonesia by May 2011.

Since 2005, the brand has been helmed by
Artistic Director Italian designer, Riccardo
Tisci, after tenures by three British designers
– John Galliano, Alexander McQueen and
Julien MacDonald. Trained at London’s famed
Saint Martin School of Arts in London (now
25
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G o ya r d
La Maison Goyard, founded in 1853 in Paris, is known to be the
oldest trunk maker in existence and is famous for its high-profile
clientele, which has included the Royal Court of England, the
President of the United States, the Emperor of Russia and the
Maharajah of Kapurthala. Other famous clients included Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle, John D. Rockefeller, Ceaser Ritz, Pablo Picasso,
Madonna and Karl Lagerfeld.

Goyard, a brand that eschewed
advertising and catwalks for
personalized attention as a way to
reach customers, was established by
Francois Goyard who began as an
apprentice malletier in 1845 at Morel,
the most renowned company of its ilk
within Paris. After Morel’s death in
1853, Francois took over the helm and
La Maison Goyard was born. Under
Francois’s son, Edmond, La Maison
Goyard became ‘the’ luggagemaker of
the international set. As proof of its
prestige, aristocratic families would
have their Goyard luggage marked
with their own coat of arms.
The brand has since grown to expand
its repertoire to beyond trunks
and today produces a collection of
leather goods alongside its classic
luggage range. It is renowned
for monogramming its durable,
lightweight bags with the initials
of their customers upon request.
Goyard’s waterproof luggage bags are
constructed of lightweight poplar and
strong birch, with nickel hardware
and leather trim. The fabric is made
of linen, cotton and hemp woven

together, and carefully treated in a
painstaking manual process in its
workshop at Carcassone, France.
The same workshop continues
to produce special made-to-order
bespoke pieces.
Goyard is located in only 10 other
exclusive cities outside its flagship
Paris base. They are Beverly Hills,
Boston, Kyoto, London, New York,
Osaka, San Francisco, Sao Paolo,
Seoul and Tokyo. The Group is
honoured to be able to add to
this exclusive network with the
planned opening of the muchanticipated Goyard store in The
Peninsula Hotel, Hong Kong’s iconic
landmark come early 2011. Goyard
customers can look forward to an
extensive collection of Goyard bags
and accessories at the store in the
Peninsula Hotel, which will include
precious and exotic skin bags. In
addition, events will be held in-store
where customers can put in special
orders for bespoke trunks designed to
personal specification, or have their
luggage personalised.
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Banana Republic
Banana Republic started off as a travelthemed clothing company in 1978.
After its acquisition by Gap Inc. in
1983, the brand has transformed into an
international label offering affordablypriced contemporary fashion apparel with
timeless designs.
Fall 2009 saw Banana Republic going to
the movies for their inspiration behind
the advertising campaign. Shot like stills
from a movie, the campaign focused on
signature Banana Republic products such
as the white shirt, chino, suit, denim
and trench. Adding more weight to the
cinematic theme were seven stylish
thespians of this generation - Laren
Ambrose, Krysten Ritter, Chris Messina,
Scott Speedman, Florence Faivre,
Nicole Fiscella and Juan Diego Botto
– all featured in the advertisements
wearing these timeless and iconic items.
Across the region, sales were driven
with aggressive marketing efforts.
Banana Republic was featured in
Female magazine in Singapore with
an exclusive four page fashion spread
that showed off the versatility of looks
that Banana Republic chinos accord.
In Malaysia, the Group produced
a catalogue showing our customers
the various style options of our
chinos that take them from Monday
to Sunday, and distributed them
together with some of the leading
magazines. This similar message of
versatility was communicated in
Indonesia with a series of visually
arresting outdoor banners.

Nothing speaks summer more than blue
skies and sunny weather. And nothing
speaks summer dressing more than the
breathable and lightweight linen. The
summer collection showcased linen
dressing options in the form of shirts,
shorts and pants. The whole sun, sky and
sea imagery that summer conjures up were
also captured in the advertising campaign
visuals that were used in a commercial
aired in the heart of the main shopping
area in Singapore – Orchard Road. Banana
Republic was also the Official Apparel
partner of the inaugural August Man
A-listers and hosted a fashion challenge at
the Paragon store. In Indonesia, shoppers
were rewarded to a gift-with-purchase of a
limited edition linen tote bag and a lucky
shopper even got to win a five day, four
night trip to Bali via first class travel.
The highlight of the new financial year is
the opening of the second Banana Republic
store in The Shoppes at Marina Bay Sands
in Singapore in September 2010. The
new store will be the second store in the
world to offer the new retail concept and
experience after London’s flagship store in
Covent Gardens. It will span 4,500 square
feet and will offer both men’s and ladies’
apparel and accessories.
As at June 30, 2010, the Group operates six
Banana Republic stores in the region – one
in Singapore, two in Malaysia and three
in Indonesia.
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Gap
Founded in 1969, Gap has since
grown into a cultural iconic brand
with a global presence of over 1,500
stores worldwide. In 2006, the Group
added Gap to its stable of brands
and became Gap Inc.’s first ever
franchisee. F J Benjamin undertook
an aggressive store roll-out plan and
scaled up the retail footprint of over
110,000 square feet across three
countries within 18 months.
Last fall, Gap firmly staked its
claim on being the original denim
authority with the worldwide launch
of the new Gap 1969 Premium
Jeans. This was supported with an
aggressive international campaign
that combined traditional media
with new technology such as an

iPhone application and social media
communication tools like Facebook
and Twitter.
Regionally, the brand saw
strong growth across the region,
supported by a stronger collection,
more aggressive price-points and
innovative marketing.
In Singapore, the collection was
launched amid much buzz with an
equally far-reaching campaign that
saw a few firsts: the first-time use of
Facebook as a communication tool,
and the first fully-owned JUICE
cover collaboration. “Born To Fit”
was the catchphrase tagline for this
new denim collection and in support
of Gap’s celebration of individual
style, a weekend roadshow was held
outside Gap Wisma Atria to capture
snapshots of Gap fans with their
self-proclamations of what they were
born to do. The most creative and
original entry out of the over 200
entries submitted won a paid trip for
two to New York City.

Adding some buzz to the year-end
holiday cheer was the launch of the
highly anticipated and much blogged
about inaugural Stella McCartney
for babyGap and GapKids capsule
collection. Many of the key featured
designs sold out in the first few weeks
of the launch in our markets. The
collection gained many fans and
was successfully followed up by the
second capsule collection by Stella
McCartney in spring of 2010.
Another innovative regional
initiative was the creation of a floral
garden in the main shopping district
to coincide with the launch of our
summer collection regionally. Floral
prints formed the main backdrop of
this collection and the floral garden
displays outside Gap stores not only
highlighted this design aesthetic,
they also excited and surprised our
consumers. Needless to say, the
displays proved to be a hit with
those looking for the perfect photo
opportunity while shopping in
the city.
Gap looks set to continue to take
market share with the line-up of
activities in the new financial
year and the improvement in the
quality of its business. Keeping up
this momentum will be the Group’s
exclusive partnership with Female
magazine for their highly anticipated
annual 50 Gorgeous People contest
as the Official Apparel sponsor.
As at June 30, 2010, the retail
footprint for Gap stands at 16
stores comprising four stores in
Singapore, seven in Malaysia and
five in Indonesia.
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G u e s s A c c e s s o ry
With a comprehensive collection of
bags and shoes, Guess Accessory has
established itself as a leader of affordable
and fashionable footwear and carrywear.
Since its debut in 2005, the Group has
25 stores across Singapore, Malaysia and
Indonesia as at June 30, 2010.
In the new financial year, the Group
will expand its retail network with
the net opening of four stores. A new
retail concept will be introduced in
Singapore at the Raffles City Shopping
Centre and remodeling will commence
in August 2010, followed by new Guess
Accessory stores in Indonesia which will
be opened in the fourth quarter of 2010
in Central Park, Gandaria City, Trans
Makassar and Puri Mall.
Guess Handbags has won the Readers
Choice Award by Cleo Magazine in
Indonesia for the past three years.
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La Senza
In the financial year under review, La Senza
opened a number of new stores across the
region, including Wisma Atria and Marina
Bay Sands in Singapore, and Empire
Shopping Gallery in Subang Jaya, Malaysia.
Key stores in the region also underwent
remodelling to enhance the customer
experience. In the new financial year,
La Senza will open two stores in Jakarta –
The Group has been driving the sales of La one in Central Park and the other in
Senza with its strong customer relationship Gandaria City.
management programme, and holds twiceAs at June 30, 2010, there are 30 La Senza
yearly Prestige Parties for its exclusive
stores with five in Singapore, eight in
customers. The brand also communicates
Malaysia, one in Thailand, five in Australia
its promotions through regular text
and 11 in Indonesia.
messages to its customers, and Facebook
updates to reach its tech-savvy customers.
La Senza, Canada’s leading lingerie brand is
recognised for its quality, fit and value. The
brand provides a wide range of merchandise
consisting of bras, panties, active-wear,
lounge-wear and accessories. This variety
has made La Senza the destination specialty
lingerie store for women and also the place of
choice for gifts.
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RAOUL
Since its inception in 2002, the
homegrown brand of F J Benjamin has
grown from strength to strength. It began
as a men’s shirt label and has since evolved
into a full collection for men and women,
including accessories. With boutiques
in Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia,
Philippines and most recently, Australia,
RAOUL is continually making headway
both regionally and internationally with
its mandate to create affordable luxury
products without compromise on great
design and quality.
The brand has undergone a process of
internationalisation with the appointment
of several consultants in Milan, New York
and London to oversee the development
of the collection and the marketing for
the European and US markets – notably
the appointment of Ms. Joy Yaffe, named
by Time magazine as one of 25 most
influential people in the fashion industry
in 2002.
As a result of brand building and press
efforts, RAOUL received global coverage
from leading periodicals like The Times,
Vogue UK, and Grazia UK. Celebrities
Elle Macpherson and Zhang Ziyi were also
spotted in RAOUL at glitzy events.
RAOUL continues to gain recognition
and exposure in Europe and the US,
with a growing list of stockists, the likes
of Harrods and Matches in London.
The label participated in both the Paris
Fashion Week and New York Fashion
Week, showcasing both its Spring-Summer
2010 and Fall-Winter 2010 collections to
international trade and media.
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For the second year running, RAOUL
took part in the Audi Fashion Festival
2010 – the most prestigious event on the
fashion calendar in Singapore. RAOUL
presented 51 looks from its Fall-Winter
2010 collection and unveiled a new
concept: A capsule collection by up and
coming New York knitwear designer,
Tom Scott for RAOUL, which forms
part of a rotating collaborative project
where a guest creator is selected to design
a category that they specialize in. In
addition, RAOUL also participated
in the Blueprint Trade Symposium in
April 2010. Positioned as a fashion
trade gateway that aims to provide
Asian designers a platform to connect
with the world’s retail buyers and
fashion influencers, the event featured
pieces from RAOUL’s inaugural Cruise
Collection 2011.
To support its growth into the US
market, the Group opened a showroom
in New York in September 2009. In
October 2009, the brand launched
its flagship boasting the latest retail
concept in Jakarta’s upmarket Senayan
City Mall, Indonesia. The highlight in
Singapore was the opening of a sprawling
2,713 square-foot store at The Shoppes
at Marina Bay Sands in April 2010.
RAOUL also expanded into Australia
in January 2010, with its first boutique at
Crown Casino located in the glamorous
Southbank precinct of Melbourne.
As at June 30, 2010, the Group operates
20 RAOUL stand-alone stores, comprising
six stores in Singapore, six in Malaysia,
seven in Indonesia and one in Australia.
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Bell & Ross
Designed for professionals, and known
for its classic time instrument square
case that was inspired by the cockpit of
planes, Swiss luxury watch brand, Bell
& Ross has always been faithful to their
philosophy of “function initiates form”.

Just 18 years after a team of designers
and specialists of aircraft and space
controls came together in their
search for a professional watch,
F J Benjamin opened the first standalone Bell & Ross boutique in the
world at the Mandarin Gallery,
Singapore in December 2009.
Reflecting the same principle of Bell
& Ross timepieces that are expressed
through pure lines and timeless
elegance, masculine dark reflective
glass is paired with wooden panels
that set the tone for a modern, but
intimate setting of the store.

To commemorate the occasion,
Bell & Ross produced a limited
boutique edition ‘BR 01-92 Phantom
Left Hand Crown’ watch, with 50
pieces available only in Singapore.
Following the successful opening in
Singapore, the world’s second Bell
& Ross boutique will be opened
in Jakarta, Indonesia in the new
financial year – a clear indication
of the brand’s commitment to
expanding its presence in
Southeast Asia.
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DeWitt
DeWitt is the latest brand to be
included in F J Benjamin’s luxury
timepieces portfolio after the Group
inked an agreement for a long-term
exclusive relationship in March 2010.
It debuted at BASELWORLD in
2003, and quickly established itself as
a leader in mechanical watchmaking
with its innovative horological
complications when it won first prize
in the “Innovation” category in the
2005 Geneva Watchmaking Grand
Prix with the “Academia Tourbillon
Différentiel” which combines a
tourbillon complication alongside a
patented spherical differential system,
just barely two years into the business.
The award sealed DeWitt’s
reputation for fine craftsmanship
and made its limited series luxury
watches, with its unmistakably
distinctive “Imperial Columns”,
highly sought after by international
watch aficionados.

Continuing their streak of awards,
DeWitt took home the prestigious
and coveted “Innovation Prize” for
the “Tourbillon à Force Constante”;
and the “Finest Bracelet Design Prize”
for the “Alma Haute Joaillerie” at
the Watch of the Year Awards 2006
ceremony. Awarded by a jury of Haute
Horlogerie professionals, this dual
award confirms the exceptional status
of DeWitt, which has established a
powerful presence in the sphere of
exclusive Haute Horlogerie within a
short span of four years.
Honorary President and Brand
Ambassador Jérôme de Witt is a
fifth generation direct descendent
of Jérôme Bonaparte, Emperor
Napoleon Bonaparte’s brother, whose
enthusiasm for watches spawned an
extraordinary collection.

Under the terms of agreement,
F J Benjamin has a long-term
exclusive distributorship with
DeWitt in Singapore, Malaysia,
Indonesia, Thailand, the Philippines,
Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan and
South Korea. The collection was
launched to the trade at the end of
the financial year under review and
has been well-received by both the
trade and the press.
In the new financial year, DeWitt will
open an exclusive corner at the new
prestigious Sincere boutique at the
Marina Bay Sands integrated resort.
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G i r a r d -P e r r e g au x
The year under review has been an exciting
year for Girard-Perregaux, which inaugurated
its flagship boutique in New York City, at 701
Madison Avenue in April 2010. Located in an
exceptional location, the stand-alone boutique
employs a sophisticated architectural concept
to showcase its enthralling universe and unique
savoir-faire. In this distinguished setting,
Girard-Perregaux has created a backdrop for its
collections in complete alignment with
its philosophy.
In addition, Girard-Perregaux also celebrates
a double anniversary in 2010: 35 years of the
‘Laureato’ collection and 40 years since its first
quartz wrist watches. Girard-Perregaux, now
renowned for its mechanical movements, also
played a pioneering role in the story of quartz
watches. It was in fact Girard-Perregaux that set
the decisive frequency of 32,768 Hz, which has
since been adopted by all manufacturers as the
universal standard.
This progressive step, at the time considered
revolutionary, was one of the brand’s great
innovations. Visionary spirit and technical
progress have always been in GirardPerregaux’s genes, and is the foundation of
an extraordinary heritage.
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Rado
F J Benjamin established a relationship with
the Swatch Group in May 2008 to retail and
distribute Rado timepieces in Indonesia, and
has since opened a boutique at Senanyan City
in Jakarta, Indonesia.
In the year under review, the Group undertook
brand-building and marketing activities to ride
on the launch of the boutique. At the start of
FY 2010, it organised an event for Indonesian
socialites and other high-end customers at the
Senayan City boutique. A number of in-store
events followed throughout the year, including
a VIP event and a press gathering.
The Group intends to continue the momentum
created with further press, trade and customer
events. In the new financial year, it will organise
a special customer preview event, highlighting
the R5.5 and communicating to the consumer
the unique characteristics behind Rado’s
creative designs and materials.
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G u e s s Wat c h e s
The globally iconic symbol – the Guess triangle – which has made Guess a household name
around the world over the years, comes alive and has been given a fun, modern and feminine
twist. Guess Watches celebrated its 25th Anniversary with a Special Collection of alluring
designs, catering to a new generation of women and men who considers timepieces a “must
have” accessory. The sexy collection offers glitz and glamour for today’s young, adventurous and
sexy individual looking to make a bold fashion statement.
Guess Watches has always stood for trend-forward fashion and continues this legacy with its
impressive Anniversary Collection that makes Guess the “it” watch in contemporary fashion.
Jewelry is the rising new category growth for Guess accessories with a three fold sales increase
in comparison to last financial year. With greater focus in this product category both in term
of assortment and store space, turnover has increased at both wholesale and retail. The main
business channel is the Guess stores, which had seen strong sell-through.
49

G c Wat c h e s
Gc Watches represents the luxury of
Swiss-made timepieces and the refinement
of sophisticated European design. Each
timepiece makes its own clear statement
of elegance and prestige, opening the door
to the luxury segment with the key of
relentless attention to detail. The watches
are geared to meet the high demands of
modern men and women who appreciate
style and quality.
The heartbeat of each Gc watch is a Swiss
precision movement. Gc timepieces uses
the finest quality materials, from durable
stainless steel and high-tech ceramic to
fine-cut diamonds and other precious stones.
Uncompromising attention to detail is
evident in Gc signatures such as textured
dials, engraved case backs, embossed ‘Gc’
logo crowns and safety deployment buckles.
In the financial year under review,
the Group has focused its efforts in growing
the sales of Gc Watches through its Guess
stores, and through multiple points-ofsales. In addition, F J Benjamin expanded
its retail network with stand-alone Gc
boutiques. Five Gc boutiques were opened
in the past 12 months – two in Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia and three in Jakarta,
Indonesia. In the new financial year,
F J Benjamin is planning for more concept
counters and stand-alone Gc Watch stores
across Southeast Asia.
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Chronotech
Chronotech, a master of the art of moulding
watch crystals, works from the reverse glass,
faceting and cutting it to capture the optical
effect of prismatic glass – the distinctive
Chronotech trademark. This eliminates
the prismatic shape externally, so that the
crystal feels smoothly rounded to the touch,
making it an accessory that is streamlined
for comfortable feel on the wrist, elegant and
sober in every detail.

The world of sports anticipated the
launch of Chronotech Active with great
enthusiasm. This collection embodies the
sporting spirit, and is dedicated to the man
who adopts a lifestyle that aims at delivering
the maximum performance in every field.

In 2006, Chronotech was the first
timepiece brand to earn the “Official
Time” title of the Milan Football
Association. Chronotech’s sporting
association is affirmed with its partnership
with English football team Queens Park
Rangers in England.

Marc Ecko
Known worldwide as the bold symbol of
international fashion and lifestyle brand
Marc Ecko, the rhino breaks boundaries of
convention and navigates pop culture for a
tribe of fashion, technology, media and
cultural trendsetters.
The rhino emblem marks a bold, fearless
personality, and these unique timepieces are
directed toward the youthful Ecko wearer
who is always on trend, but perhaps not
always on time.
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V i c t o r i n ox S w i s s A r m y
Victorinox Swiss Army (VSA) watches had strong
product introductions in the year under review, with
the launch of the “new” Summit and Dive Master
500 range. VSA also launched its first retail outlet
in partnership with Gassan Diamonds at the Changi
International Airport in Singapore last year.
Practical luxury came in more variations and with
more technical enhancements with the 2009/2010
collection of Victorinox Swiss Army timepieces.
Colour is the highlight of the new collection, with
vibrant orange and Victorinox red, deep black and
polished silver animating the two novelties for men,
while the new chronograph collections for ladies
received exclusive and sophisticated warm tones, from
ivory white to gold, cappuccino or chocolate brown.
Technical enhancements saw the new Dive Master
500 collection upgrade its movement to a mechanical
movement, which was previously reserved for limited
edition pieces.

N au t i c a
Founded in 1983, Nautica has evolved from a
collection of men’s outerwear to a leading global
lifestyle brand with products ranging from apparels
and accessories to a complete home collection.
Nautica products are refined casual classics, inspired
and energized by water and embody clean, crisp and
distinctive designs.
In the year under review, Nautica Watches released
a unique watch, the powerful BFD 100 Multi. The
captivating design is sporty and bold with authentic
diving details, including a turning top ring with
oversized numbers, a sport diving dial with luminous
option, and large luminous hands and markers.
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Lifestyle

Sheridan
Over the past 20 years, F J Benjamin has retailed
and distributed exclusive Sheridan home
furnishing to fine stores across Southeast Asia.
Devoted to great design, quality and innovation,
Sheridan elevates the experience of the home to
place of self-expression and luxury. Known for
its exquisite quality, Sheridan employs the finest
materials and construction, and offers sheets with
up to 1,200 thread count.
As at June 30, 2010, there are 32 points-of-sale
across Southeast Asia - six in Singapore, five in
Malaysia, six in the Philippines and 15
in Indonesia.

St James
F J Benjamin holds an approximately
21.6% stake in St. James Holdings Ltd, a
catalist-listed company with a portfolio of
entertainment venues, including the awardwinning St James Power Station - the largest
one-stop entertainment hub in Singapore.
This 60,000 square foot complex offers nine
distinct outlets in a single venue. St James
also operates Firefly and Living Room,
two entertainment concepts housed at the
Marriott Hotel in the heart of Orchard Road.
In the year under review, St James revamped
its Bellini Grande concept at Clarke Quay,
Singapore into a new brand new concept.
Luxuriate in Oriental opulence, Shanghai
Dolly fuses old world cabaret entertainment
with fine modern cuisine.
As at June 30, 2010, St James has 14 outlets
spread across three strategically situated venues
in this city.
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